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Access Lighting
A range of affordable contemporary decorative light fixtures
for residential or commercial
applications.
ACL Inc.
A team of artisans, designers
and technicians that produce a
unique blend of innovative neon,
cold cathode and LED lighting.
AEC Illumination
An international leader specializing
in street, urban, tunnel and
decorative site lighting.
Airey-Thompson
Since 1935 Airey-Thompson
has been manufacturing quality
luminaires here in the U.S. and
are experts in linear lighting
for architectural, data center,
undercabinet and cove applications as well as marquee and
custom exterior lighting.
ANP Lighting 8
Leading manufacturer of
traditional and contemporary
architectural outdoor and
RLM lighting for commercial,
residential, and municipal
applications.
Architectural Area Lighting
(Part of the Current family)
Provides innovative pedestrian
Founded in 1966, AAL has been
establishing new benchmarks of
beauty and performance. AAL
continues with new ideas, fresh
perspectives, and enhancements of it’s innovative portfolio.
Aron Lighting
U.S. based manufacturer of
high performance architectural
LED lighting products. They
specialize in ultra-shallow form
factors, true beam control LED
optic and on-the-grid ceiling
systems.
Artemide North America 8
A leader in luminaire design
collaborating with some of the
world’s most talented architects
and designers. Based in Milan,
Artemide continues to create
forward-thinking, aesthetically
enhancing and environmentally
conscious lighting products.

Assurance Emergency Lighting
Provides a variety of life safety,
code-compliant emergency
lighting solutions.
Astro Lighting
British luminaire designers
offering contemporary, timeless,
and sleek lighting products. Astro
can be found in a number of
inspirational hospitality, commercial, and residential applications
around the world.
Atkore AFC Cable Systems
Manufacturer of armored cable
(Type AC, Type MC), metallic,
non-metallic, and liquid tight
flexible metal conduits, specialty
cables, cable and conduit fittings,
and integrated modular voice/
power/data wiring systems.
Axolight
Designs and creates cuttingedge, high-end decorative
luminaires. All lighting products
are designed, manufactured
and assembled by hand at their
laboratory in Scorzè, Venice
Italy. Quality, functionality and
elegance are distinctive traits
of their designer lamps and
luminaires.
Barn Light USA
Favored by architects, designers
and lighting professionals who
desire rugged, dependable and
stylish RLM lighting that can be
customized to fit any projects
needs. Hand crafted and
American made, Barn Light
Electric is a leading manufacturer
of porcelain enamel, vintage
inspired lighting products.
Beacon
(Part of the Current family)
Designs and manufactures
high quality, specification grade
outdoor lighting products
that deliver industry-leading
performance for the commercial, municipal and community
development markets.

Birchwood Lighting
(A division of Leviton) Since
1993, Birchwood has designed
and manufactured high-quality
specification grade light fixtures
to meet the demands of the
architectural, commercial and
retail design communities.
Bover USA
Known for their clean lines,
elegant use of materials, and
modern romanticism that
translate quintessential Spanish
ambiance into global appeal.
Brownlee Lighting
Manufacturers high performance
decorative lighting products
that exceed industry standards
in quality, durability and value.
Cerno Lighting
Designs and builds original, energy
efficient and eco-friendly
luminaires in California. Their
aesthetics are founded in
modernism and contemporary
design. Each product merges
the latest technology with
superb craftsmanship to
produce decorative lighting
for all applications.
Clear View Lighting
Clear-Vu Lighting offers the most
innovative LED lighting products
for construction, transportation,
life science healthcare and commercial applications.
Cole Lighting
High-quality products including
step lights, plugging boxes,
sign lights, church lights, and
illuminated handrails. They bring
the highest standard of quality
and craftsmanship to historic
fixture refurbishment and
luminaire replication.
Columbia Lighting
(Part of the Current family)
Economical energy efficient life
safety products suitable for use
in commercial or light industrial
applications.

Compass
(Part of the Current family)
Manufactures economical LED
emergency lights and exit signs.
Cooledge Lighting
Fuses light with architecture
to bring custom or standard
luminous ceiling surfaces to
all interior applications. Their
products range from flexible
LED light sheets to sound
absorbing luminous forms.
Coronet
World-class luminaires for
architectural lighting applications.
They use the best sustainable
technology and practices in
order to support the design
visions of architects, designers,
engineers and builders.
Crestron
The world’s leader in workplace
technologies, engineering and
transforming corporate automation and unified communication
(UC) solutions for organizations
across corporations, campuses,
facilities, and more.
d’ac Lighting
Offers “soft industrial” style
decorative and accent lighting
for an array of interior applications.
Dado Lighting
Developed the first fixtures
the thickness of drywall for
architectural lines of light. Dado’s
luminaires are a complete
system with replaceable LED
panels - not a tape light in an
extrusion.
Dalume Lighting
Committed to providing energy
efficient LED lighting solutions
that benefit commercial industries
while offering maximum visual
ergonomics for architectural
interiors.
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Designplan Lighting
Manufactures high quality
decorative and architectural
products for the indoor and
outdoor markets. They have an
expansive catalog that include
steam room and sauna lights,
illuminated urban furniture,
fountain lighting, and ADA
compliant sconces.
Design Pole
Provides unique, eco-friendly,
design conscious concrete
poles for a variety of exterior
public space applications.
Dual-Lite
(Part of the Current family)
The broadest selection of
commercial and industrial life
safety products assuring orderly
egress from occupied spaces
and securing every individual’s
safety.
Duray Lighting
Manufacturers standard and
custom fluorescent and LED
lighting fixtures. They offer simple
solutions for complex projects.
Eclipse Lighting
Manufactures indoor and outdoor architectural and vandal
resistant fixtures for industrial,
mixed-use and public spaces.
Ecosense g
Provides the best in class
LED lighting solutions across
a broad range of architectural
and commercial applications.
EELP
Offers a range of life safety
lighting products from exit signs
to emergency lights and harsh
environment fixtures.
Elio
Energy saving and environmentally friendly LED lighting
for healthcare, workplace, retail
and architectural applications.
ELP
High-quality and efficient light
fixtures for all applications. They
specialize in architectural step
lights, video conference lighting,
library stack and display luminaires as well as wet location
path lights.

Everbrite Lighting
Specializes in developing and
manufacturing LED fixtures for
MRI-safe lighting as well as
custom solutions for any project.

Foscarini
Imagines, develops and produces
decorative lamps that are conceived as design objects that
transform spaces.

Exo Outdoor Lighting
(Part of the Current family)
A selection of quality-engineered
product families which make
choosing and installing fixtures
fast, simple and easy.

Goldeneye
The first and only lighting product
with an LBC Red List Free Declare
Label. Their 100% ceramic LED
luminaires enable lighting to be
embedded and blended into
ceilings walls and cabinets –
perfect for all commercial and
residential spaces.

Feelux Lighting
Technologically advanced, energy
efficient small scale linear lighting
systems for architects, designers
and builders worldwide. They
offer a range of low-voltage
fixtures that seamlessly integrate
into healthcare, education,
commercial, office, hospitality
and retail settings.
Filamento
Designs, engineers and manufacturers high performance and
specification grade LED high
bay and low bay lamps and
luminaires.
Flos Decorative
Leading manufacturer of
top-end designer luminaires for
both residential and professional
sectors. FLOS boasts a catalogue
packed with iconic decorative
light fixtures created by legendary
names in the history of design.
Flos Architectural
Designs and manufactures
creative, elegant, flexible and
innovative LED lighting systems
aimed to brighten and accentuate
any space. This division of Flos
also includes a family of soft
architecture products, and
outdoor lighting solutions.
Flos Custom by Lukas Lighting
Industry leader in custom,
handmade luminaires. Lukas
Lighting assists the design
community from dreams to
conceptual drawings, to
engineering and manufacturing,
using the latest technologies.
Focus Industries
Manufacturers of landscape
lighting products that offers an
extensive product line including
multiple finishes, materials,
voltages, light sources and
accessories.

Hevi Lite
Quality architectural outdoor
fixtures designed and manufactured in California for designers
and specifiers all across the globe.
Holm Lighting
Best in class energy efficient line
and low voltage LED landscape
lighting and controls that
seamlessly blends in with nature.
How Digital
Focuses on general LED lighting
products for commercial
workspaces including offices,
warehouses, tunnels, garages and
sports facilities. They also develop
and deploy control systems and
automation software for lights
and other devices.
iGuzzini - North America
Committed to studying the
future of lighting since 1959.
They create solutions to enhance
architecture and spaces – with
the goal of improving the quality
of life and well-being of people
who live in them.
Intelligent Lighting Controls
Dedicated to providing high
quality commercial lighting
control products. Technology
and commitment to quality has
kept ILC at the top of the lighting
control industry for over 30 years.
iLight
(Part of the Luminii family) A
pioneer and leader in innovative
LED illumination solutions that
transform, excite, and energize
corporate identities and architectural environments worldwide.

Indessa Lighting
Focuses on producing quality
commercial wall scones at
reasonable prices.
Intense Lighting
(A division of Leviton) Offers
specification and commercial
grade lighting solutions to
enhance the environments
where people work, play and
live. They develop downlight,
cylinder, track and lit handrail
products with an emphasis on
optical control and efficiency
while providing a high level of
visual comfort.
Intra Lighting
Global provider of quality
architectural luminaires and
smart lighting solutions. With
a comprehensive portfolio of
products, Intra Lighting designs
and develops luminaires to fulfill
various lighting needs.
JLC Tech
Unique and useful LED lighting
fixtures for the built environment.
T-BAR LED™ is the only lighting
product that is designed, approved,
and patented to replace the
cross members in a suspended
grid ceiling system.
Kim Lighting
(Part of the Current family)
Designs and manufactures
quality, high-performance
decorative outdoor architectural
lighting products.
KKDC
Established lighting manufacturer
producing a wide range of
specialized, small form factor,
linear LED lighting solutions
with beam and glare control for
high-end architectural markets
worldwide.
Kurt Versen
(Part of the Current family)
Premium architectural products
designed to solve the unique
challenges of today’s design
community.
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LaMar LED
Designers and manufacturers of
Made in USA commercial LED
lighting, featuring Occusmart,
the original motion sensor
controlled bi-level lighting
system. Offering a complete
line of high-quality luminaires
for architectural and industrial
lighting solutions.
Lantana
(Part of the Project Frog Family)
Provides LED luminaires designed
to seamlessly integrate with
various ceiling systems, saving
on installation and maintenance
costs. Their integral drivers,
PoE solutions, and low voltage
remote drivers offer simple and
easy connections from conduit
or running low voltage.
Leviton
Lighting controls that provide
precise and dependable devices,
complimenting any residential or
commercial application. Leviton
offers the potential for significant
energy savings.
Lifeshield
(Part of the Current family)
Products designed, engineered
and manufactured for life,
focusing on end-user needs
while accommodating the
unique requirements of the
facilities in which the products
will live.
Lightglass
Window-lights that deliver
immersive and customizable
circadian lighting experiences
to light-deprived environments.
Their window-lights are LED
powered architectural products
that look and feel like a window
or skylight.
Litecontrol
(Part of the Current family)
Committed to delivering the
widest palette of tools and
comprehensive services to
maximize the power of lighting
design and to minimize electric
lighting’s environmental impact.

Liteline
Specializes in industry-leading
solutions that light up architectural, commercial, industrial and
residential spaces. Whether
it’s new construction, retrofit
or remodeling projects, their
products are designed for ease
of installation and maintenance.
Liton Lighting
Specification grade recessed
and track lighting for both the
commercial and residential
markets. They are a leader in
LED technology, with over 450
LED products that are designed
for an array of applications.
Lumascape
Leading global manufacturer of
exterior architectural, landscape
and underwater lighting. They
provide high quality, technologically
advanced lighting solutions that
are simple to specify, install and
maintain.
Lumenpulse
Designs, develops and manufactures a wide range of high
performance and sustainable
specification-grade LED
solutions for commercial,
residential, institutional, and
urban environments. Their
luminaires offer a ‘crayon box
of options’ - myriad choices of
optics, colors, accessories and
finishes - that allow designers
to solve all types of lighting
challenges.
Lumenwerx
Dedicated to the next generation
of high performance, sustainable
architectural lighting equipment.
Their portfolio of products
both meets market needs and
suggests new directions in
LED technology. Lumenwerx
offers unique luminaire collections from discrete systems to
configurable arrangements – for
recessed, pendant, surface and
wall installation – in both familiar
and fresh form factors.
Luminart
Innovative architectural and
decorative lighting solutions
for a diversity of projects in
commercial, hospitality, urban
and residential spaces.

Luminii
Specification grade linear LED
luminaires. For architects, lighting
designers, and contractors
seeking high performance and
high quality lighting solutions.
Luminii delivers thoughtful lighting
options including unique oneof-kind designs, completely
outfitted luminaires, micro
track and down light products,
and architectural modular
systems and components.
LUX Dynamics 8
Manufacturing energy efficient,
sustainable and robust LED
high-bay lighting, while also
specializing in solutions for
natatoriums and other indirect
lighting applications.
Magnitude Lighting
Independent LED power company
that focuses on LED drivers and
transformers for commercial,
industrial and residential
applications. They push the
boundary of dimmable LED
lighting innovation across the
full spectrum of LED drivers.
Manning Lighting
Family-owned company that
offers an extensive line of traditional and contemporary church
lighting for all denominations
and budgets.
Marset
Based in Spain, Marset offers a
collection of playful and modern
decorative luminaires that feature
unique forms, handcrafted details
and innovative designs aimed to
enhance the quality of a space.
MaxLite
From new construction to retrofit
or renovation, MaxLite offers the
most complete portfolio of lighting
solutions to help businesses of
all sizes and industries to save
energy and meet building codes.
Metalumen
Understanding the art and
science of luminaire design.
They develop lighting solutions that fit the needs of the
healthcare, educational, and
commercial sectors. They also
specialize in transportation and
natatorium LED lighting.

MP Lighting
Specializes in manufacturing
specification-grade architectural
LED fixtures, as well as low
voltage, line voltage, and
multi-circuit track systems.
Products are suited for interior or
exterior commercial, institutional,
hospitality, and residential
applications.
NLS Lighting
Energy-efficient commercial
outdoor LED lighting products.
Their American-made products
feature NLS’ Dark Sky compliant
and Full Cut off patented Star
PowerTM optical technology.
NX Lighting Controls
(Part of the Current family)
Scalable platform of sensing,
controls and IOT devices enable specifiers and architects
to create seamless, human
experiences which provide
cost, maintenance and energy
savings.
Optic Arts
(Part of the Luminii Family)
Architectural grade modular
systems and components that
include – indoor and outdoor
brilliant white or dynamic color
flexible LED tape light.
OptoLum
Leading manufacturer in the
production of specification
grade precision LED lighting
systems. Each fixture is highly
customizable to fit the unique
challenges of every application.
Pablo Design
With 25 years of design, Pablo
Lighting has been at the forefront of American contemporary
lighting. Based in San Francisco,
their team of Designers fuse the
latest technology and unique
materials to create timeless
designs that transform any
environment.
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Pathway Lighting
Innovative designer and
manufacturer of specificationgrade LED luminaires. Their
product line is designed for the
commercial and institutional
markets and include downlights, wall washers, adjustable
accents, high-bay and low-bay
pendants and cylinders.
Penta Light
Designing and crafting high
quality, contemporary decorative
luminaires since 1975. While
each design remains faithful to
tradition and craftsmanship,
Penta experiments with new
technologies and lighting
solutions.
Perfect Power Systems
Manufacturer of ISO 9001
central emergency lighting
invertors that operate within a
wide range of lighting applications.
Precision Lighting
(Part of the Luminii family) British manufacturer with a proud
legacy of creating architectural
luminaires and lighting systems
that represent a fusion of optical excellence and aesthetic
appreciation. Their attention
to detail drives them to create
best in class lighting solutions
with a focus on delivering highly
efficient, elegant luminaires
without compromising on the
demand for outstanding optical
performance.
Prescolite
(Part of the Current family)
A prominent force in the lighting
industry focused on downlighting,
track and surface products.
Primus Lighting
Products that help solve
challenging and unique
applications. Their fixtures
are catalogued as standard,
however variations to suit
special project needs are
easy to accommodate.
They also specialize in small
profile luminaires for accent,
merchandising, landscape and
the illumination of architectural
features.

Puraluce
Based in Italy, Puraluce designs
and manufacturers elegant and
innovative interior and exterior
luminaires using the latest and
most advanced lighting technology.
Ragni Lighting
Manufactures over 250
customizable luminaires
and is recognized in the industry
as leaders in providing the highest
quality, most sophisticated,
and technologically advanced
outdoor site and area lighting
solutions in the world.
RBW
Independent design and manufacturing lighting company that
provides modern decorative and
architectural LED luminaires.
They are driven by technology,
stainability, simplicity and artistry.
RBW is a Certified B Corporation.
Rebelle Architectural Lighting
Designing luminaires to ease
the coordination and specification of lighting by providing
families of luminaires that flow
from the exterior to the interior
of a building project.
Red Sky Lighting
Explosion proof, durable LED
light fixtures designed for the
most hazardous environments.
Remote Controlled Lighting
(RCL – Part of the Luminii
family) is the pioneer of remote
controlled motorized architectural spotlights. RCL’s passionate product designers and
engineers are constantly striving
to bring cutting-edge lighting
technologies to an ever-evolving product portfolio.
Revelite
(Part of the Cerno Family)
Brings art to life – evenly
illuminating an artwork surface
with beautiful color rendering
accuracy. Their slim luminaire
discreetly and uniformly lights
artwork with a patented combination of LED technology, optical
precision and mechanical design.

Santa & Cole
Based in Barcelona, Santa and
Cole is a small, independent
manufacturer of luminaires.
More than 80 designers, artists
and creators have contributed
to their unique catalogue of
lighting products. They offer
modern and versatile designs
– perfect for adding style to the
home or workplace.
Senso Lighting
(Part of the Luminii Family)
Dedicated to providing the best
possible lighting for any environment.
Since 2007, Senso has been
designing robust, environmentally
conscious lighting solutions
including downlights, track,
surface mount, and pendants
serving a wide range of
applications.
Sensorworx
Leader in North American architectural LED lighting focusing
on supplying sleek, innovative
solutions for interior and exterior environments.
Sentry Electric
Providing quality standard and
custom products to the lighting
industry for over 70 years. The
company’s USA-manufactured,
specification grade products
deliver reliability, durability, and
long-term customer satisfaction.
Sheridan Lighting Systems
Affordable, custom, creative
lighting solutions. They specialize
in exterior post tops, bollards
and poles.
Sistemalux
(Part of the iGuzzini family)
A leader in North American
architectural LED lighting and
focuses on supplying sleek and
innovative solutions for interior
and exterior environments.

Soraa g
The pioneer of full spectrum
color rendering LED lamps.
From professional lamps to
consumer lamps, SORRA
manufacturers high quality light
that matches the characteristics
of our most natural illumination:
the sun.
Specialty Lighting
Flawless, high-end lighting
solutions for commercial,
institutional, retail, hospitality
and residential applications.
They are also the manufacturer
of Graffiti – a family of fixtures
designed to provide flawless
ceiling integration at affordable
price points.
Stickbulb
Using reclaimed and sustainable sourced wood combined
with energy efficient LED technology to create one-of-a-kind,
sleek luminaires designed to
plug into and out of various steel
hardware connectors without
tools. The result is a light-up
erector set of interchangeable
components that allows for
unlimited customization and
creativity.
Technilum
Urban outdoor lighting for city
centers, pedestrian and bicycle
paths, parks and landscaped
gardens. Their products range
from pedestrian- scale light poles
to lighting columns or bollards.
Terzani
Based in Italy, Terzani designs
sophisticated, innovative and
original luminaires using the
latest technology and finest
materials. Each luminaire is
hand-crafted by local artisans
using traditional methods to
sculpt and capture light, shadow
and motion.

Solas Ray Lighting
Hazardous area LED lighting.
Their catalog offers lighting
equipment for industrial, food
service, wash down, harsh area
and specialty applications.
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TLI Teron Lighting 8 g
From the outstanding achievement
of 100% of the Buy America Act
to the planet-friendly Energy Star
ratings, TLI is positioned to be a
leader in providing a wide range
of commercial grade energy
efficient green lighting solutions
serving markets such as assisted
living/healthcare, commercial,
educational, government, hospitality and multi-family.
Twice Bright
The shallowest IC rated recessed
lighting available – providing an
affordable and innovative way
of shining light in an otherwise
unreachable location.

Vibia
A family of lighting products and
experiences that help lighting
professionals imagine and design
purposeful spaces. Their catalog
includes a wonderful array of
modern pendants, sconces and
floor lamps. Their online tools
bring products and spaces
together, allowing lights to be
molded to a project’s needs,
making design easy to visualize
and work with.

Viscor
(Part of the Leviton Family)
From experienced engineers, to
state-of-the-art machinery, Viscor
has the capacity to produce
unique solutions for all your
commercial lighting needs. They
specialize in wellness lighting
solutions and wet location troffers.

VYV 8
VYV is a new class of clean light
technology that harnesses the
antimicrobial power within the
visible light spectrum.
WF Harris Lighting
Market leader in industrial and
commercial grade LED lighting.
For over 50 years, they have
been manufacturing heavy-duty,
corrosion resistant, and specialty
luminaires for a wide range of
interior and exterior applications.
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